CADD services

Other CADD services require
project management.
Ours offers it.
Not happy with your existing CADD (computer-aided design and drafting)
support? It’s no wonder. Many offshore service providers today struggle
with operational or qualitative issues. And domestic providers are often
limited in their capacity, reach, or responsiveness. You’re left with rework
and added cost.
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If your CADD services
provider is leaving you
in need of solutions,
you need us.
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No more bad CADD
KellyOCG offers a turnkey, outcome-based solution for CADD services
that will improve the quality of your end-product. We’re a trusted provider
with expertise in deploying the right technical talent for your projects and
managing it through delivery in a fully outsourced model, as an outcomebased solution. We completed more than 300 CADD projects last year.
®

We deliver high-quality, flexible, and responsive CADD drafting and design
services. Our solutions are available for end-to-end management of ongoing
CADD projects, including project management, and can be configured for
delivery on-site, off-site, or as a virtual or distributed work model.
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Features and advantages
•	World-class resources We bring decades of expertise in delivering CADD talent,
backed by the strength and reach of a leading global organization.
•	Access to talent We provide a team of CADD drafters, project managers, and
professional operational leadership. But you don’t need to manage our talent.
•	Administrative excellence We manage the team, and equip it with current
generation, state-of-the-art CAD platforms, including Autodesk® applications. You
get a quality, finished product.
•	Cost savings We can help to end overspending on internal or external resources.
Get a fixed price, or pay per piece, versus paying for and keeping resources on staff.
•	Time savings Avoid rework … we guarantee a quality end-product. You’ll get more
time for your core focus, even as your timelines continue to shorten.
•	Retain IP (and talent) You retain IP and ownership of the final product. We ensure IP
security by using industry standard approaches, including NDAs and secure file access.
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Uniquely positioned to help you thrive
KellyOCG brings an unparalleled combination of strength and experience in key
solution areas:
• Deploying the right drafting and design talent
• Project and program management
• Virtual or distributed work management

Areas of CADD work expertise
Our solutions cover design work that involves edits, file conversions, and
updating or customizing of existing design for:
• Mechanical product design
• Design-to-Order (DTO)
• Piping & Instrumentation Design (P&ID)
• Cable Routing
• As-built documentation
• File conversions: PDF to DWG, DWG to SLDDRW, etc.
• Space Planning for plant floors, offices, warehousing, logistics, and retail
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Is your CADD services provider actually reliable?
Or just what you’re used to?
Try KellyOCG for CADD services as an outcome-based solution. We’ll improve delivery
and make your life easier.
KellyOCG, a global leader in innovative talent management solutions, is the
Outsourcing and Consulting Group of global workforce solutions provider Kelly Services .
®

For additional information about KellyOCG and our CADD services, email us at
engineering_services@kellyocg.com, or visit kellyocg.com/CADD.
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